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Abstract—In this article, a novel framework that fuses the
posture data taken by a drone (or unmanned aerial vehicle,
UAV) camera and the wearable sensors data recorded by
smartwatches is proposed. The framework is designed for
continuously tracking persons in a drone view by analyzing
location-independent human posture features and correctly
tagging smartwatch identities (IDs) and personal profiles to
video human objects, thus conquering the former work in
requiring ground markers. Person detection, ID assignment,
and pose estimation are integrated into our framework to
obtain recognized human postures. These recognized pos-
tures are then paired with those from the wearable sensors. Through fusing common postures, such as standing, walking,
jumping, and falling down, person tracking accuracy by UAV up to 95.36% can be attained in our testing scenarios.

Index Terms— Action recognition, data fusion, drone, person identification, person tracking, wearable devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

PERSON tracking is an important issue for most robotic
platforms. Among these platforms, unmanned aerial vehi-

cles (UAVs) have been adopted in many practical fields,
including construction, agriculture, and environmental mon-
itoring. Most of these applications rely on state-of-the-art
computer vision technologies, such as object detection [1], [2],
semantic segmentation [3], instance segmentation [4], and
action recognition [5]. On the other hand, person tracking,
trajectory tracing, and physical behavior analysis have greatly
benefited from the advance of the Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies.

Although computer vision and IoT do not seem to be
highly related, we see a new opportunity by integrating UAV
and IoT to solve the person-tracking problem scenario by
fusing posture data from both drone videos and wearable
IoT sensors. Previous works [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] focused
on fusion of computer vision and IoT approaches, but they
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Fig. 1. Personal tracking scenario.

[6], [7], [8], [9] had the following constraints. First, in [6]
and [7], ArUco markers must be used to transform a human
object’s location from a pixel space to a ground space. The
proposed person-tracking system in this article conquers this
problem by using only location-independent motion feature
information. We use human body keypoints to obtain motion
feature information. Person detection helps us to remove the
false pose information and to enhance system performance.
Second, the works [8], [9] applied static RGB-D cameras to
get visual features, while this work uses the camera on a drone,
which is a highly dynamic platform with changing view angles
and view distances. Therefore, high-level posture information,
rather than raw motion values as in [8] and [9], needs to
be explored in order to conduct dynamic surveillance on a
drone. Based on these observations and state-of-the-art tools,
this proposed system elegantly integrates computer vision tools
and IoT technologies to achieve person tracking.

Our person-tracking scenario is shown in Fig. 1. There is a
drone conducting surveillance. A number of people are in the
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drone view and some of them may put on their smartwatches.
A fusion server collects both drone videos and smartwatch
sensor data for posture analysis. Behaviors such as standing,
walking, jumping, and falling down from both posture data
sources are fused. In the end, we are able to correctly tag IoT
data (e.g., smartwatch IDs and personal profiles) on human
objects captured by a drone view. The technical novelties of
this article are summarized as follows.

1) We use postures, which are location-independent fea-
tures, to exclude the need of ground markers.

2) The proposed person-tracking framework elegantly fuses
multimodality sensors (wearable device and drone cam-
era) that observe the same postures.

3) The results can continuously tag smartwatch IDs and
personal profiles, such as name and age, on the human
objects, thus bypassing the ID switch problem caused
by a video-based solution in surveillance applications.

4) Our framework is highly modularized, allowing future
extension to other sensors or tools.

II. RELATED WORK

Vision recognition plays an important role in a series
of UAV tasks and applications. The work [11] used an
autonomous drone swarm approach for multiview human
poses estimation. The work [12] utilized a fully convolu-
tional neural network for human crowd detection from drone-
captured images. The work [13] presented an algorithm and a
dataset for pedestrian detection with UAV. The work [14] pre-
sented real-time human and gesture detection by an on-board
computing UAV for rescue applications. The work [15]
focused on colorwise safety helmet detection and counting
of workers by an edge-controlled outdoor autonomous UAV
in construction sites. The work [16] explored how to perform
action recognition with a few aerial videos. The work [17] pro-
vided rich UAV-based datasets for action recognition research.
However, these works focused on human detection in UAV
videos, but cannot provide further information about the
detected humans such as identities (IDs). Several works have
studied person tracking on UAVs. The work [18] combined
frontal face perception and color feature descriptors to track
people. The work [19] presented a new particle filter-based
algorithm to track down human targets in aerial thermal
images. In [20], a visual data stream from drones for detecting
and tracking people was applied. However, these solutions
[18], [19], [20] are all sensitive to environmental factors and
are vulnerable to target appearance changes. The work [21]
proposed a multiperson tracking and identification solution
while considering the features from video and IMUs. The
work [22] used a joint graphical model to track persons.
However, the video streams of [21], [22] are acquired from
static cameras, so the solution may not be easily applicable
to dynamic drone views. Bio-features such as fingerprint and
iris were used in [23], [24], and [25]. Although combining
multiple features helps improve accuracy, acquiring these
bio-features requires close contact with specific devices. Due
to changing height and viewing angle of drone, applying
bio-features to drone is more difficult.

Fig. 2. Imaginary scenario in a factory space.

Recently, a lot of skeleton action recognition solutions are
proposed based on deep learning and hand-crafted techniques.
The work [26] presented co-occurrence feature learning using
regularized long short-term memory (LSTM) networks, which
is an RNN-based model. The work [27] analyzed human
actions by a temporal CNN. The works [27] and [28] studied
skeleton sequences for 3-D action recognition.

Considering action recognition by wearable sensors, the
work [29] provided a review on this topic. The work [30]
utilized the streaming accelerometer data from a smartwatch
to detect falls. The work [31] proposed a kernel fusion-based
extreme learning machine to adapt the model to various sensor
locations on a human body, so the generalizability of the model
can be attained. The work [32] performed a comprehensive
performance comparison of human action recognition between
different deep learning models on large-scale datasets. The
work [33] proposed probabilistic neural networks and an
adjustable fuzzy clustering to improve incremental learning
abilities of their human activity recognition model by wearable
sensors. This helps to learn features from new training data
without previously used training data.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 2 shows our system application scenario. We consider
a controlled environment with a crowd of people monitored
by a drone. Some users may put on their smartwatches, but
some may not. We intend to not only track the people but also
tag their smartwatch IDs and personal profiles. The notations
used in this article are defined in Table I. The proposed person
tracking system is shown in Fig. 3. There are two input data
flows from the drone camera and smartwatches, and one data
fusion module, all of which are detailed below.

A. UAV Video Data Flow
The drone continuously monitors the field and processes

its video data. The data preprocessing block conducts person
detection, ID assignment, and pose estimation. In particular,
integrating ID assignment and pose estimation can enhance
person tracking accuracy. The motion image frame taken at
time t by the drone is denoted by M D

t . In order to reduce
the possibility of getting the nonhuman joint information,
we do person detection to identify all human bounding boxes
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Fig. 3. Proposed person tracking system architecture.

Fig. 4. Workflow of the video-based action recognition [34].

Bt ( j) in M D
t first. Next, an object tracking algorithm for a

video sequence is applied to tackle the occlusion problem
by considering motion and appearance information and to
assign a unique ID number it ( j) to each human object (note
that these IDs are sequence numbers, not smartwatch IDs).
Then, we detect the human skeleton (joint positions) in each
bounding box Bt ( j), denoted as St (i). This completes the data
preprocessing part.

Next, the action recognition workflow [34] is shown in
Fig. 4. There are two submodules: feature extraction and
selection, and multilayer perceptron (MLP). A sliding window
is applied to aggregate the skeleton data within N continuous
frames [34] in Fig. 4. These skeleton sequences are fed into

TABLE I
SYMBOL DEFINITION

these two submodules to obtain the activity type of each
skeleton sequence in a window. In our model, each skeleton
has 18 joints, spreading among head, neck, arms, and legs.
Each joint position is represented by (x , y) in the image space.
Since bounding box sizes are different, it is necessary to scale
these coordinates to the same unit before further processing.
Since the head, which contains five joints, is not helpful for
activity recognition, we remove all joints on the head. From N
continuous frames, we hope to retrieve more salient features
that may help distinguish human action types. Our goal is
to distinguish four action types: standing, walking, jumping,
and falling down. We consider features PN (i), Db(i), and
Ds(i), which are defined in Table I. Considering these features
together, the feature vector dimension is formulated in the
following equation:

FD = Dimension of PN (i) + (Dimension of Db(i)) · 10

+ Dimension of Ds(i)

= 13 · 2 · N + 2 · (N − 1) · 10 + 13 · 2 · (N − 1) (1)
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TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ANALYSIS CONSIDERING PCA

DIMENSION AND NUMBER OF FRAMES

TABLE III
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

where 13 joints and 2 dimension positions are adopted in (1).
In order to make the number of features Db(i) approach to
other terms, we increase its features in the learning process
by repeating each item 10 times, as it is shown in (1). For
example, when N = 40, FD = 2834. Then, the principal
component analysis (PCA) algorithm is adopted to reduce
the feature vector dimension. We analyzed the number of
frames and PCA dimension in terms of classification accuracy
in Table II. As we can see from Table II, the optimized
PCA dimension and the number of frames are 50 and 40,
respectively.

Next, we apply machine learning algorithms, such as MLP,
k-nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), and
random forest to classify each feature vector. To evaluate the
performance of each classifier [34], [35], we ran experiments
on our own dataset, where most main settings follow the values
of [34]. According to Table III, the MLP algorithm performs
better, so we adopt this classifier in our work.

Going through the MLP, the motion recognition result RD
t

can be obtained. We define the motion recognition result
RD

t (i) of the person(s) with ID number i from the drone
view as shown in (2). We choose standing, walking, jumping,
and falling down as they are the most frequently occurring
actions in our daily life. The result “Unknown” is to take
the other actions, camera instability, and action switching into
consideration

RD
t (i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

RD
t (i) · r1, Stand

RD
t (i) · r2, Walk

RD
t (i) · r3, Jump

RD
t (i) · r4, Falldown

RD
t (i) · r5, Unknown.

(2)

B. Smartwatch Data Flow
Wearable sensor data including standing, walking, jump-

ing, and falling down is collected via a smartwatch. More

specifically, we collect tri-axial accelerometer data and tri-
axial gyroscope inertial sensor data for action recognition.
The real sensor data waveforms and corresponding action
types are shown in Fig. 5. Jumping data are obtained by
performing jumping continuously, and falling data are obtained
by performing falling-stand-falling and so forth. The difference
between actions can be observed in terms of their magnitudes
and periods. From our data, the magnitude order from large to
small accelerations should be falling down, jumping, walking,
and standing. On the other hand, walking and jumping have
periodical waveforms from gyroscope.

Human action recognition RW
t (k) for wearable sensor data

MW
t (k) is conducted by input data segmentation, one-layer

bidirectional long-short term memory (Bi-LSTM) [36] with
200 neurons to extract the features from the hand move-
ment dependencies and is classified by one-layer MLP with
100 neurons in Fig. 6. Bi-LSTM (i.e., an improved version of
LSTM [37]) consisting of two LSTMs is suitable to obtain
more context than the standard LSTM. Herein, one LSTM is
used to learn the context from the past to the future, while the
other one is used to learn the context from the future to the
past. However, the standard LSTM only captures the previous
context without regard to the future context. In order to train
our Bi-LSTM model, we need to split each collected data into
a number of windows (i.e., data segmentation whose outputs
are denoted by {AW

t (k) · x, AW
t (k) · y, AW

t (k) · z} for tri-axial
accelerometer data and {GW

t (k) · x , GW
t (k) · y, GW

t (k) · z} for
tri-axial gyroscope inertial sensor data). Through analyzing
different window sizes, we find the optimized window size
to be about 120 data points, which comes out from 6 s
data at 20 Hz. The Bi-LSTM learns to map and predict
each window sensor data to an activity as shown in Fig. 6.
The output feature maps as shown in Fig. 7 are randomly
selected from the output of Bi-LSTM. We can see that these
four actions have different feature maps such that the posture
detection can be well performed by our model.

C. Data Fusion
The goal of the data fusion module in Fig. 3 is to generate

the best matching among RD
t (i) and RW

t (k). Ideally, each
video sequence (i.e., RD

t (i)) can be matched to the sensor
data (i.e., RW

t (k)) that belongs to the same person. Therefore,
we can augment user k’s smartwatch ID and personal profile
on the video object with ID number i to realize our person
tracking scenario in Fig. 1. However, in practice, there are
several difficulties. First, person(s) will leave and reenter the
drone view such that an ID switch problem occurs. Second,
the persons within the drone view sometimes/frequently have
occlusion with each other such that IDs may switch. Third,
people may have the same action types in some cases. Fourth,
the video data coming from a drone and the sensor data coming
from smartwatches may not synchronize in time. These are all
difficult issues to be tackled in our matching task.

Herein, we use different postures of video data and wearable
data in the fusion framework to bypass the ID switch effect
for the first and second difficulties. Herein, the smartwatch
IDs will be used as our tagging IDs in the drone view. For
the third difficulty, herein, the different postures for different
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Fig. 5. Capture of accelerometer and gyroscope data.

people are requested before they might have the same actions.
Once the proposed system pairs the best match, the system
could continuously recognize and track the different people
who do the same action without occlusion in the remaining
time. This is because the dynamic time warping (DTW) [38]
can keep the minimal distance for matched pairs in the remain-
ing time. How to correctly synchronize distributed data and
occasional interrupted data is another issue. Herein, similar
to [6], [7], [8], [9], the DTW [38] scheme is used to solve
this issue, where the detailed derivation and descriptions can
be referred to [39]. Here, we would like to point out that
due to the use of the tracking algorithm, we can trace back
the data prior to RD

t (i). That is, we may find a sequence
{RD

t−N (i), RD
t−N+1(i), . . . , RD

t (i)} that are recognized as the
same ID number i . Similarly, for RW

t (k) because it is always
from the same smartwatch, we can also trace back to the

sequence {RW
t−N (k), RW

t−N+1(k), . . . , RW
t (k)} belonging to

user k. DTW can be applied to the above sequences for each
pair of video object(s) with ID number i and user k. A pair
will be determined as a best matched pair by the minimal
DTW distance (D(R D

t , RW
t )) between action sequences from

video data (RD
t (i)) and sensor data (RW

t (k)) for all pairs

D
(

RD
t , RW

t

)
= d

(
RD

t , RW
t

)
+ min

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

D
(
RD

t−1, RW
t

)
D

(
RD

t−1, RW
t−1

)
D

(
RD

t , RW
t−1

) (3)

where d(RD
t , RW

t ) denotes the distance between two different
sequences and is defined as follows:

d(i, j) =
{

d0 = 0, if RD
t = RW

t

d1 = 1, if RD
t �= RW

t .
(4)
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Fig. 6. Workflow of the sensor-based walking action recognition.

Fig. 7. Feature maps for four different actions.

TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF BEST MATCHED PAIRS

For example, in Table IV, there are two people with
two smartwatches, where one is standing and jumping, and
the other is walking and falling down. Assume that the
video action sequence with i = 1 obtained by the drone is
RD

t (i = 1) = {Stand, Stand, Jump, Stand}, and the
video action sequence with i = 2 is RD

t (i = 2) =
{Walk, Walk, Walk, Falldown}. Assume that the action
sequence obtained by smartwatches from the first
person is RW

t (k = 1) = {Stand, Stand, Jump, Stand},
and the action sequence from the second person is
RW

t (k = 2) = {Walk, Walk, Walk, Falldown}. We calculate

the DTW distance among them to generate a similarity matrix
as shown in Table IV. It is obvious that the best-matched pairs
are {RD

t (i = 1), RW
t (k = 1)} and {RD

t (i = 2), RW
t (k = 2)}.

According to the paring results, the smartwatch IDs and
personal profiles can be correctly tagged on drone videos.

IV. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Dataset
Since there is not a lot of available drone view data and

wearable sensor data in the open source dataset, we collect
video data and sensor data by ourselves to prove the proposed
system concept. We record the video with a drone for seven
people performing actions including standing, walking, jump-
ing, and falling down from different viewing angles for the
dataset. A total of around 24 400 samples are collected, where
70% dataset is used for training and 30% dataset is used for
validation.

To make sure that the collected sensor data are uniformly
distributed, we collect the smartwatch data from the left hand
and the right hand of four different individuals for the dataset.
A total of 64 000 samples are collected, consisting of tri-axis
accelerometer data and tri-axis gyroscope data for four actions
as shown in Fig. 5 as an example. About 80% dataset is used
for training and 20% dataset is used for validation. Our model
used Adam optimizer with learning rate equals 0.0001.

B. Environment Setup
We have built a prototype to validate our model. The fol-

lowing hardware specifications are adopted in our prototype.
1) UAV: DJI Spark with a camera of 11.8-Mpixel resolu-

tion, a viewing angle of 81.9◦, and a frame rate of 30 fps.
2) Smartwatch: Ticwatch Pro and/or Huawei watch

2 equipped with a tri-axis accelerometer and other
sensors.

3) Fusion Server: Intel Core i7-8750 CPU with 16 GB
RAM and a GeForce RTX2070 GPU.

The following tools are used for data preprocessing.
1) Sensor Manager API [40] is used for accessing the

wearable sensors data MW
t (k).

2) YOLO v3 [1], SORT [41], DeepSORT [42] are used to
detect and track all human objects with their bounding
boxes Bt ( j) and IDs it ( j) for each image frame M D

t .
3) OpenPose [43] uses the two-branch CNN to predict

confidence maps and part affinity fields to associate the
joints into human skeletons.

Fig. 8 shows a test scenario with four persons for Case 2 of
Fig. 9, where five testing cases are described as follows.

Case 1: 60◦ angle with four persons and two smartwatches
as shown in Fig. 9(a).

Case 2: 60◦ angle with four persons and three smartwatches
as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Case 3: 45◦ angle with three persons and two smartwatches
as shown in Fig. 9(c).

Case 4: 45◦ angle with four persons and three smartwatches
as shown in Fig. 9(d).

Case 5: The drone changes the degree angle from 60◦ to
45◦ and moves horizontally 2 m with four persons and two
smartwatches as shown in Fig. 9(e).
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Fig. 8. Testing scenario for Case 2 of Fig. 9.

TABLE V
CONFIGURATION DEFINITION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Herein, we develop two configurations (Config. 1 and
Config. 2) as defined in Table V for each case. The main
difference between Configuration 1 and Configuration 2 is to
use SORT and DeepSORT. The former is based on Kalman
filter and Hungarian algorithm. The latter uses deep association
metric. Our framework allows to modify the configuration with
available different tools.

C. Evaluation Results
To evaluate the person tracking performance among five

cases and two configurations, we adopt multiple object track-
ing accuracy (MOTA) as follows:

MOTA =
∑

t Correct identifications at time t∑
t All identifications at time t

. (5)

The performance results are shown in Table VI using our
own dataset. From Table VI, we use the posture to exclude
the assisted ground markers and fuse posture data from
drone views and wearable sensors to attain a dynamic person
tracking and to tag smartwatch IDs and personal profiles
in the drone view to bypass the ID switch problem. Due
to modularity of the proposed framework, we can develop
two configurations for persona tacking. In order to compare
YOLO + SORT and YOLO + DeepSORT in terms of MOTA,
we use clothes color as the reference answer to calculate
MOTA for YOLO + SORT and YOLO + DeepSORT. The
best performance among five cases in our experiment is
95.36%. Unlike YOLO + SORT and YOLO + DeepSORT,
our proposed system could continuously and correctly tag
smartwatch IDs and personal profile information to video
human objects due to the fusion of drone view and smartwatch
data. Thus, the proposed Configuration 1 and Configura-
tion 2 show comparable performance in terms of MOTA in
Table VI.

Fig. 10 shows the person tracking performance versus
experiment running time. We pick up the best performance

Fig. 9. (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2. (c) Case 3. (d) Case 4. (e) Case 5.

curve for Case1, Case 3, and Case 5. It is observed that, at the
very beginning of the experiment, errors are high because
the sequences to be compared are too short and people may
perform the same actions. However, over time, sequences
(belonging to some persons) start to accumulate, so MOTA
increases. We observe that the longer the experiment takes
place, the higher MOTA. Within one minute, MOTA can attain
80%–90% for Case 1, Case 3, and Case 5. In Fig. 10, when the
tracked person may sometimes be blocked by another person
(i.e., occlusion) or the person may leave the camera view, the
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TABLE VI
EVALUATION AND COMPARISON RESULTS AMONG FIVE CASES

Fig. 10. MOTA versus experiment running time.

system performance may slightly drop due to smartwatch ID
switches. The proposed system can quickly recover afterward.
The proposed system allows not only to track a person, but
also to implicitly identify an unauthorized person who does
not wear a smartwatch, when people perform different actions.
In order to solve the same actions issue, the different postures
for different people are requested before they may have the
same action. Once the proposed system pairs the best match,
the system could continuously recognize and track the different
people who do the same action without occlusion in the
remaining time. Fig. 11 shows the real testing photos to prove
the proposed person-tracking framework can tackle the ID
switch problem and exclude the assisted ground markers.

Since it is not easy to completely test the number of people
under all different environment settings, instead, we design a
data fusion simulator to consider the following factors: 1) time
interval (5 min); 2) number of people (from 4 to 10); and
3) number of action features (4 denotes stand, walk, jump, fall
down). However, this simulator does not consider the factors,

Fig. 11. Real testing results for Case 3: (a) YOLO + SORT and
(b) Config. 2.

TABLE VII
MOTA ANALYSIS CONSIDERING NOISE AND NUMBER OF PERSONS

including human size, occlusion, and without smartwatch.
Herein, the data fusion simulator shows MOTA analysis under
different noise levels and number of persons in Table VII,
where the noise level is defined as the mismatch percentage
in the sequences of video and sensor data. Obviously, more
persons and larger noise degrade the MOTA performance.

Table VIII shows a qualitative and quantitative comparison
among different person tracking systems. In terms of qualita-
tive comparison, compared with our previous works [6], [7],
this work can exclude the assisted ground markers. Compared
with [42] and [22], our work uses the drone to dynamically
and continuously track the people through fusion of drone
video and sensor data. Although the work [18] has a drone
view, our proposed system allows multiple people tracking
even with the existence of occlusions. The work [21] considers
the features from static camera video and wearable sensors
for multiple persons tracking and identification. In terms of
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TABLE VIII
PERSON TRACKING METHODS COMPARISON

quantitative comparison, we add the number of parameters.
Although our configurations have more parameters than most
methods [6], [7], [18] in Table VIII, this work can reach:
1) use the posture to avoid using the assisted ground markers;
2) propose a person tracking framework by fusion of posture
data from drone views and wearable sensors; 3) tag smartwatch
IDs and personal profiles including name and age information
on the human objects of the drone view to bypass the ID
switch problem; and 4) modularize the proposed framework
to easily allow the change of tools if needed.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we use the posture-based multisensor data
fusion to avoid using the assisted ground markers and to
bypass the ID switch problem for the proposed person tracking
framework. This framework is capable of tracking people
through the fusion of the posture data from UAV video and
smartwatches and tagging smartwatch IDs and personal pro-
files to drone videos. In video data processing flow, the com-
bination of person detection, ID assignment, pose estimation,
and MLP is developed for posture recognition. In smartwatch
data processing flow, another combination of Bi-LSTM and
MLP is developed. A fusion module is developed to integrate
the posture information from two data processing flows by
DTW for person tracking. Through the proposed framework,
we explore two configurations. Our result can greatly improve
the visualization effect of UAV videos. In the near future,
we will consider online processing for the multiple persons
tracking.
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